The Seven Chinese Brothers

Two of Everything: A
Chinese Folktale

Margaret Mahy

Lily Toy Hong

J398.21MAH

J398.21HON

Margaret Mahy, winner of the prestigious Hans
Christian Andersen and Carnegie awards, retells
this ancient tale of seven brothers who possess
seven magical gifts. Explanatory material at the
end of the story provides the historical background of the folktale.

The Shell Woman and the
King: A Chinese Folktale
Laurence Yep
J398.21YEP

The award-winning author, Laurence Yep, tells
the tale of the beautiful, shape-shifting Shell
who must perform three impossible tasks to
save herself and her husband.

Tikki Tikki Tembo
Arlene Mosel

Imagine discovering a magic pot that doubles
everything placed inside it. Discover what happens to Mr. and Mrs. Haktak when they fall inside the pot.

The Weaving of a Dream:
A Chinese Folktale

Enter the enchanted world of Chinese

Marilee Heyer

folktales and experience the exciting

J398.2HEY

adventures of its characters. Gain an
appreciation of Chinese culture and
learn about the customs and values of

A woman discovers the painting of her dreams
and recreates it in a stunning tapestry which is
subsequently stolen by fairies. Her sons must
undertake a dangerous quest in search of it.

Yeh-Shen: A Cinderella
Story from China
Ai-Ling Louie
J398.2LOU

J398.20951MOSEL

This adventurous tale of two brothers who almost drown is illustrated by the Caldecott Honor
artist, Blair Lent. A lively, amusing tale that
explains the Chinese customs of naming children.

Chinese Folk and
Fairy Tales

One of the oldest known versions of Cinderella,
this tale of a young girl who loses a magical
golden slipper, is based on ancient Chinese manuscripts written 1000 years before the earliest
European version.

XYZ LIBRARY

its people. This selection of books by
talented and award-winning authors
and illustrators are ones you will not
want to miss.

The Dragon Prince: A
Chinese Beauty and the
Beast Tale
Laurence Yep
J398.2YEP

Recipient of the Laura Ingalls Wilder
and Newbery Honor awards, Laurence
Yep retells the story of lovely Seven
and the awe-inspiring dragon, a captivating Chinese version of “Beauty and
the Beast.”

The Dragon New Year: A
Chinese Legend

The Great Race: The Story of
the Chinese Zodiac

David Bouchard

Dawn Casey

J398.20951BOUCH

J398.209510452CASEY

A grandmother tells the tale of a dragon called
“New Year,” explaining to her granddaughter the
origins of the Chinese New Year tradition. The tale
is followed by an informative section on Chinese
New Year traditions.

To determine which animals will have a year named after them, the Jade Emperor proposes a race. The text
provides information about the Chinese zodiac and
important feasts in the Chinese year.

The Emperor and the Kite

How the Rooster Got His Crown

Jane Yolen

Amy Lowry Poole

J398.220951YOLEN

J398.2POO

This Caldecott Honor and New York Times Best
Book by Jane Yolen is about a young princess’s
rescue of her father. Ed Young’s exquisite illustrations are based on an intricate Oriental papercut
technique.

The Empty Pot
Demi
J398.2DEM

Young Ping is heartbroken when he cannot grow
the seeds that would make him the next emperor.
This inspiring tale of courage is magnificently
illustrated by Demi.

The best archers try to save the land from drought by
shooting the six suns in the sky. The illustrations in this
folktale are outstanding.

The Hunter: A Chinese Folktale
Mary Casanova
J398.2CAS

Lon Po Po: A Red-Riding
Hood Story from China
Ed Young
J398.2YOU

Winning the prestigious Caldecott medal for its
outstanding illustrations, this tale is a captivating version of “Little Red Riding Hood.” Three
courageous siblings must face the crafty wolf
by themselves when their mother leaves them
alone at night.

The Lost Horse: A
Chinese Folktale
Ed Young
J398.2YOU

The reversals of fortune that a magical horse
brings a father and son are not what they
seem. The illustrations by this Caldecott award
-winning artist highlight the mystery and magic
of the tale.

The Magic Horse of
Han Gan
Chen Jiang Hong
J398.2CHE

Hai Li Bu, the hunter who can understand the language
of animals, faces a life-threatening choice when he
learns of an impending disaster. The beautiful goldtoned illustrations by award-winning artist, Ed Young,
evoke the wonder and enchantment of this world.

Han Gan paints such life-like horses that one
flies off the page and is victorious in war. But
the warrior’s victories do not satisfy him and
the horse makes a surprise decision.

